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KICK OFF RECRUITMENT PREPARATION SESSION FOLLOW UP SYNTHESIS CO-DESIGN PROTOTYPING TESTING

Define the brief Plan recruitment Date and place Set up Research participants Gather research findings Plan for session Make accessible prototypes Seek reality

Think about disability from the start, 
remembering that 1 in 5 people have a disability

Identify all your users, making sure to include 
edge cases and hard to reach users Block week increments for resource and planning 

throughout the project

Consider lighting, temperature and comfort. Consider 
having a range of activities in the room for participants 
to busy themselves with while you talk eg. lego 

If participant has requested a follow up and given 
their details: call or email to check participants got 
home ok

Involve whole project team in your synthesis and 
invite others who are interested

Ensure a multi-disciplinary group of people. Mix of 
providers and users. 1:5 ratio facilitator and participants

Prototype to the right degree of fidelity for your 
users. (Quick sketch to a code prototype)

Test early and regularly to get feedback from all your 
users including those with disabilities and older 
users.

Develop a clear understanding of what accessibility 
means as you explore the problem you are solving

Write an inclusive recruitment brief in plain english 
without jargon Book a safe and appropriate venue, work with the 

venue to ensure necessary adjustments are made 

Set out appropriate refreshments for the group and time 
of day

Reiterate purpose of the study, data info and contact 
details Gather all your findings from different sources Be clear on your outcomes / objectives and use these to 

inform the activities
Decide which elements of your service or user journeys 
you want to focus on.

Go to where your users are to get as close to the real 
context as possible

Understand the range of factors that can exclude users 
eg. location, health, equipment, language and 
disbilities including: visual, hearing, motor, cognitive 

Consider screening questions to help select the right 
participants

Ensue the venue is easy to get to and fully accessible 
e.g. wheelchair access, gender neutral toilets, quiet 
areas etc.

Remain open and flexible to adapt to specific needs 
participants might have on the day Share outputs where possible Use film and raw data in the session to re-immerse 

yourself in the research
Role play activities before hand and get feedback on your 
plans from an expert / a member of your user group

Prepare a representative sample of pages for your 
accessibility audit. e.g the most common journey or 
features

Prioritise looking for pain points where users may be 
excluded from using the service 

Consider company policies and agree on any 'no go 
areas'. Be informed by national policies such as the 
UK Equality Act of 2010 or equivalent

Consider recruitment budget, participant incentives 
and providing financial assistance to aid participation 
where necessary (eg. bus fair) 

Consider appropriate session length and breaks in 
between for facilitators

Keep checklist of participants and their contact 
numbers close to hand. Including available reserves

Provide a way for participants to add comments 
afterwards

Hot seat' the researcher – ask them to recount a 
particular interview and allow the team to ask them 
about details

Share a clear agenda (plain english) before the 
session and plan for time at the beginning of the 
session to run through it with your participants 

Make accessible prototypes – you reading out a 
script is better than a paper prototype of a website 
for someone who relies on a screenreader 

Be aware that what might improve the experience for 
some users may not for others

Keep an open mind and challenge your assumptions 
and biases (including those informed by personal 
experience of exclusion as well as the lack of it)  

Consider a recruitment agency to help you find hard to 
reach participants

Consider asking for feedback on the session if 
appropriate. (A quick conversation not long form)

Prepare the materials. Consider what works for your 
group eg. plain english, clear colour contrast, large 
visuals etc

Where advice seems contradictory, test on users to find 
the right balance or compromise that works for the 
majority

Leverage existing networks, partner orgs e.g. 
Autistica who may be experts with a specific user 
group to help 

Send clear answers to any questions you couldn't 
answer in the session

Keep checklist of participants and their contact numbers 
close to hand. Including available reserves

Test with assistive technologies e.g. screen readers. 
You can borrow these from GDS Empathy lab if you 
don't have access to them

Desk research: research into the potential barriers 
faced by your participants so as to not inadvertantly 
exclude them from the project

Share support resources for difficulties or serious 
issues

Remain open and flexible to adapt to specific needs 
participants might have on the day

Refer to the UK Equality Act of 2010 or equivalent and 
ensure your service is accessible to anyone who needs it

Ensure the space caters to their needs (see date and 
place section) Test with different browsers and devices

Allow time to audit your service checking any digital 
solutions meet government accessibility requirements, are 
AA compliant and work on assistive technologies

Choose the core team Recruit Materials to bring Facilitation Project / wider teams Analyse findings Facilitation Test your code regularly using automated and manual 
testing.

Bring in experts for a multi-disciplinary team, and 
where possible include members of the group 
you are designing for

Recruit people by going to where they are Create information sheets and consent forms that 
are accessible to all e.g. BSL consent form

Work in pairs and designate one researcher as the 
'active listener', giving full attention to the participant 
while the other takes notes 

File and save notes, recordings and photos / videos Validate emerging findings with users Designate a greeter to welcome participants when they 
arrive

Build on the team iteratively as you learn which skills 
are needed. Include budget for expert or additional 
support

Recruit back up participants to call upon Agreed incentives and financial assistance 
Take the time at the beginning of the session to make 
your participant feel at ease, allow for different people's 
needs (eg. being the first in the room, long intros)

Share emerging findings with wider stakeholders: 
Show and tell, blog posts etc

Always check for bias and while drawing heavily on 
your new found empathy for the user, don't allow it to 
overwhelm the design process (bias goes both ways)

Let participants know where toilets and break out areas 
are

Brief the whole team and ensure they understand 
how they might inadvertantly make something 
inaccessible and how they can avoid it

Provide a mix of channels for users to contact you on 
and make it easy for them to move between channels 
(eg. interviewing someone with social anxiety via text)

Take away information clearly outlining the purpose of 
the research with a thank you message

Let participants know where toilets and break out areas 
are

Follow up on any issues/barriers that arose with 
appropriate authorities (eg. triggers, disclosures, 
accessibility issues, general concerns)

Revisit the brief to stay on track Consider sensitivity of group members and introvert / 
extravert dynamics

Where possible, create a diverse team, considering a 
mix of skill levels, experience, personality types, 
backgrounds, genders, ethnicities and abilities

Allow enough time for participants to get back to you 
and be flexible on deadlines

Appropriate materials for documenting the session eg. 
voice recorder, video camera, accessible notes 
templates

Let participants set up any assistance they would 
normally use e.g. screen magnifier

Keep an eye on the time and avoid rushing (having a 
designated time keeper can be helpful). Build in breaks

Join recognised accessibility forums such as UK Gov 
accessibility community or equivalent to share 
knowledge and ask questions you may have.

Give trigger warnings
Informal discussion guide (core questions / topics to 
cover), leaving plenty of time for making the 
participant feel at ease

Be ready to adapt the discussion guide but remain 
objective. Let participant lead the conversation

Bring back focus when the group goes off track. 
define clear boundaries

Agree ways of working, rhythms and rituals up front, 
being considerate of your team's individual needs Ask open questions and avoid assumptions Provide a range of tools and activities. Build in individual, 

quiet time

Use inclusive language making using of metaphor 
or translators. Use the participants own terms, 
being especially conscious of pronouns

Use straightforward inclusive language, no jargon

Book end the session with a sense of closure and next 
steps

Map out the project Screening questions Pre comms internal Documentation Share findings Afterwards

Begin with a kick off meeting with all stakeholders 
either present in the room or dialled in remotely

Consider carefully what information you need to 
ask for and only ask for something when you need 
it

Share agenda ahead of session (in plain english) Be transparent with data, reassure participant Edit videos into bite size quotes and summary clips Follow up email to show what was achieved in the 
session and how ideas have lived on

Set the expectations of the project and prepare for 
ambiguity

Consider adjustments you make need to make eg. for 
low literacy levels

Talk to Carers beforehand to set expectations and 
ensure the participant is not spoken for

Ask for consent (ensure the forms are the right 
level of literacy / read it out together / Play BSL 
video)

Share photos, direct quotes, video and audio clips to 
allow your team to become as immersed in the 
research as possible 

Continue participation in other ways (online etc)

Lead with outcomes not methods Check if your participant will need any extra help e.g. 
translators or chaperones

Ensure that the participant has understood, be 
sensitive to the fact that some participants may seek 
to hide their struggles (eg. a low reading age) 

Consider using a dictaphone / video to record quotes or 
any physical data (eg. shaking hands) 

Utilise frameworks such as journey maps to aid in 
communicating the end to end experience Debrief with all facilitators

When planning, be accommodating of your team 
and participants' lives (eg. school holidays and 
religious festivals)

Invite participants to bring along a friend or carer 
should they wish 

When dealing with sensitive subjects/vulnerable 
users, prepare for all circumstances eg. somebody 
on hand to support with triggers, report disclosures 

Highlight any risks or likely delay points (eg. a 
research participant in a hospice might be too tired to 
talk at your agreed time, so plan a flexible schedule)

Discuss how to include users in the whole journey

Budget for making your service accessible e.g 
training time to learn about accessibility, an 
accessibility audit (3-7k)

Project team prep End of session

Share the brief, research guide for a peer review. 
Invite peers to highlight any barriers to access you 
may have missed. 

Book end the session with next steps and apply the 
same considerations to the participant's exit as their 
arrival (eg. taking time to leave the room) 

Consider forming an ethical research committee to act 
as a safeguard Thank participant with reward / incentive

Prepare your team for difficult subject matters e.g. 
with mental health training

Ask if they would like to be followed up with and if they 
have any further questions

Let participants know how to contact the research 
team for further questions

When dealing with sensitive subjects/vulnerable 
users, prepare for all circumstances eg. somebody 
on hand to support with triggers, report disclosures 
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